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Outdoor Loudspeaker

M10 threaded bolt without additional accessories. Mounting ... Powerful with high efficiency ... A three-way ceramic terminal block with screw connections. 
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Communication Systems | LBC 3210/00 Line Array Indoor/Outdoor Loudspeaker



LBC 3210/00 Line Array Indoor/Outdoor Loudspeaker ▶ Extended listening area ▶ Excellent intelligibility of speech and music ▶ Uniform distribution of natural sound throughout the room ▶ Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use, ranging from sport stadiums to passenger terminals ▶ Ideal combination of advanced acoustics and easy application ▶ Powerful with high efficiency ▶ Voice evacuation compliant as standard ▶ Provision for inside mounting the optional line/ loudspeaker supervision board



This loudspeaker, with its excellent directivity and high power output, can handle large (reverberant) indoor environments like airport departure lounges, train stations and congress venues. It is also suitable for outdoor use, for instance in railway stations or sports stadiums. Its full frequency range makes it ideal for speech as well as music reproduction.



System Overview A time- and labor-saving mounting method has been developed for the LBC 3210/00. A chart is supplied with the loudspeaker, which shows the ideal installation height for the area the loudspeaker has to cover. Once the appropriate height has been determined for a given area, the loudspeaker is mounted at an angle marked on the mounting bracket. This simple procedure is very much simpler and more accurate than traditional trial and error installation methods. The LBC 3210/00 can be mounted on a wall or directly onto a floor stand LBC 1259/00 with an M10 threaded bolt without additional accessories.



Mounting bracket (included) with marked angle. Dimensions in mm
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Detail mounting bracket



Mounted on optional loudspeaker stand (LBC 1259/00)



Functions Range of Application The LBC 3210/00 is part of the XLA 3200 (eXtended Listening Area) range of line array loudspeakers. Advanced filtering and positioning of the loudspeaker drivers* has resulted in greatly improved audio directivity. Each speaker driver produces a dedicated frequency range. The difference between a conventional column loudspeaker and this line array is noticeable in several ways. There is uniform sound distribution throughout the whole listening area: not too loud at the front, not too quiet at the back. All relevant frequencies are present everywhere in the listening area. Greater coverage is achieved, so more people can be reached with speech and music with a higher intelligibility level. All these important features will give the experience of a very natural sound quality in the whole listening area. *patent pending



Easy Installation Dimensions in mm



The advanced filtering generates larger vertical opening angles for high frequencies, so there is less narrow 'beaming' of higher tones. Compared to conventional column loudspeakers, this line array has a more constant opening angle for all relevant frequencies. As an example,
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at 4 kHz the vertical opening angle is still 18°. Having more constant vertical opening angles makes installation easier, as the positioning of the loudspeakers is less critical because they cover a wider area. An excellent horizontal opening angle of 90° at 4 kHz means that a single loudspeaker can provide natural sound reproduction over an extensive listening area.



These loudspeakers also comply with the Simulated Acoustical Feedback Exposure (SAFE) test, which demonstrates that they can withstand acoustical feedback at full power for short durations. This ensures extra reliability under extreme conditions, leading to higher customer satisfaction, longer operating life and much less chance of failure or performance deterioration.



Suppressed Side Lobes



Safety



acc. to EN 60065 and CE



All conventional column loudspeakers produce a main lobe of sound, which is directed at listeners, and a number of unwanted side lobes. The LBC 3210/00 has highly suppressed side lobes in the vertical plane, typically at least 10 dB from the 250 Hz octave band at 90°, resulting in a much clearer, less 'colored' sound, even when close to the loudspeakers. This gives the line array loudspeaker superb intelligibility of both speech and music.



EVAC



acc. to IEC 60849 and BS 5839-8



Dust and water protection



acc. to IEC 60529, IP 66



Impact



acc. to EN 50102, IK 07



Installation/Configuration Notes



Sound Reproduction The positioning and very high quality of the 4-inch drivers contribute significantly in making the LBC 3210/00 a very efficient line array. With a sound pressure level of 115 dB at 1 m at 60 W, loud and clear sound reproduction is possible even at considerable distances from the loudspeaker. The high-quality loudspeaker drivers used in the LBC 3210/00 give excellent, natural sound reproduction of frequencies ranging from 190 Hz to 20 kHz. Together with the constant directivity this ensures that all important frequencies are heard in the listening area.



Circuit diagram



EVAC Compliant The loudspeakers ceramic terminal block, thermal fuse and heat-resistant, high-temperature wiring, ensure that, in the event of a fire, damage to the loudspeaker does not result in failure of the circuit to which it is connected. In this way, system integrity is maintained, ensuring loudspeakers in other areas within the same loudspeaker zone can still be used to inform people of the situation. The line arrays have provision for mounting the optional line/loudspeaker supervision board. A three-way ceramic terminal block with screw connections suitable for loop-through wiring is located in a compartment at the base of the loudspeaker column. There is also a switch which allows the selection of nominal full power (60 W), half power (30 W) or quarter power (15 W). The compartment has knock-out slots for accommodating cables.



Frequency response 250 Hz 500 Hz 1 kHz



2 kHz



4 kHz



8 kHz



SPL 1.1



94



97



97



95



96



93



SPL max.



112



115



115



113



114



111



Q-factor



2.2



2.7



6.3



10.8



22.6



32.3



H. angle (deg)



360



180



170



160



90



60



V. angle (deg)



100



60



55



34



18



10



Acoustical performance specified per octave



Certifications and Approvals All Bosch loudspeakers are designed to withstand operation at their rated power for 100 hours in accordance with IEC 268-5 Power Handling Capacity (PHC) standards.
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Polar diagram (horizontal)



Polar diagram (horizontal)



Polar diagram (vertical)



Polar diagram (vertical)
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Polar diagram (horizontal)



Polar diagram (horizontal)



Polar diagram (vertical)



Polar diagram (vertical)
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Polar diagram (horizontal)



Polar diagram (horizontal)



Polar diagram (vertical)



Polar diagram (vertical)
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Parts Included



Technical Specifications



Quantity



Components



Electrical*



1



LBC 3210/00 Line Array Loudspeaker



Maximum Power



90 W



1



Wall mounting bracket



1



Attachment piece



Rated Power



60 / 30 / 15 W



1



Installation chart



Sound pressure level at 60 W / 1 W (1 kHz, 1 m)



115 dB / 97 dB (SPL)



Effective frequency range (-10 dB)



190 Hz to 20 kHz



Opening angle horizontal vertical



1 kHz / 4 kHz (-6 dB) 170° / 90° 55° / 18°



Rated input voltage



100 V



Rated impedance



167 ohm



Connector



Screw terminal block



* Technical performance data acc. to IEC 60268-5 Mechanical Dimensions (H x W x D)



1200 x 160 x 90 mm (47.24 x 6.3 x 3.54 in)



Weight



9 kg



Color



Silver



Environmental Operating temperature



-25 ºC to +55ºC (-13 ºF to +131 ºF)



Storage temperature



-40 ºC to +70 ºC (-40 ºF to +158 ºF)



Relative humidity
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Loudspeaker linearization 

May 31, 2004 - The system is modelled with a non-linear Volterra model. ..... The EVM board contains both the DSP, external memory (128 MB), AD/DA ...... [16] J. G. Proakis and D. G. Manolakis, Digital Signal Processing. ... [19] L. Sun, â€œVoip mean
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Loudspeaker Nonlinearities - Klippel GmbH 

FT. Fourier transform. Fm (x,I) electro-magnetic driving force (reluctance force) due to the variation of the inductance versus x,. HDn nth-order harmonic distortion ...
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The Electrodynamic Loudspeaker 

Jul 1, 2007 - float testin[1100], testout[110], model[110], pi = 3.1415927; float *testinpk = &testin[0], *testoutpk = &testout[0], *modelpk = &model[0];.
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6L6GC spec - Loudspeaker freaks 

93mm (3.605 in.) Overall height. 108mm (4.252 in.) Diameter of base. 34mm (1.339 in.) Net weight. 65 grams. Maximum ratings. DC plate voltage VP. 500. V.
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Hi-Fi Loudspeaker Product Catalogue 

Airedale family, the Neo .... remote control capabilities for easy setup and adjustment. SW Series ... Wharfedale is a member of the International Audio Group. CB.
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Reduction of Low Frequency Loudspeaker 

May 9, 1997 - APPENDIX B: ASSEMBLY PROGRAM ...... While the ultimate goal of this project is to be ..... a linear relationship between the two is required.
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Reduction of Low Frequency Loudspeaker 

May 9, 1997 - An adaptive digital filtering system is developed for low-frequency audio ..... routing of the magnetic field, even the most modern and expensive ... ed systems, where the driver, amplifier, enclosure, and feedback ... actively reduce l
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9 studio monitoring loudspeaker - BBC 

Except as provided below, no part of this document may be reproduced in any material form (including photocopying or storing it in any medium by electronic.
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Wharfedale Titan 15 Passive Loudspeaker 

Oct 11, 2006 - Titan 15 is the latest innovation from Wharfedale Pro. A high performance ... Recognized since 1932 as a pioneering brand,. Wharfedale Pro is ...
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The Electrodynamic Loudspeaker - DTU ETD 

Jul 1, 2007 - 2.1 The History. The story of the electrodynamic loudspeaker begins in the late 20th century. ...... Loudspeaker: Tymphany 205-116 QC.131005.
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Roscoe Outdoor Wall - Feiss 

LUMINAIRE. Fixez la plaque de montage Ã  la boÃ®te de jonction. ... Connectez le fil blanc au fil de la ligne d'alimentation neutre avec un Ã©crou de fil. Connectez le ...
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Rolland Outdoor Wall - Feiss 

1.0. OL14200-OL14201-LED. OL14200, OL14201-LED. Outdoor. 1A. 6. 7. 8. 9. Rolland Outdoor Wall. 13 .... without notification. A Generation Brands Company.
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Ellerbee Outdoor Post (LED) 

Insert the diffuser into the diffuser base, place the LED assembly on top of the diffuser, and secure it to the top of the housing ... A Generation Brands Company.
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Newport Outdoor Post - Feiss 

Screw the lamp into the socket. Refer to the label on the socket for Max Wattage information. Place the cover onto the frame nipple and secure it in place by screwing the cap onto the nipple. 6. CAUTION RISK OF FIRE. -. This product must be installed
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outdoor refrigerator - Appliances Connection 

Plug into a grounded 3-prong outlet, do not remove grounding prong, do not use an adapter, .... For example, placing your unit in extreme cold or hot conditions.
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IN-OUTDOOR FABRICS & ACCESSORIES 

Ideale per le serate estive all'aperto, morbido e confortevole per accompagnare i tuoi momenti di relax. Ecco che l'inconfondibile qualitÃ  dei prodotti.
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Londontowne Outdoor Wall (LED) 

FLEURON. 2. ATTENTION : RISQUE D'INCENDIE. Ce produit doit Ãªtre installÃ© conformÃ©ment au code d'installation en vigueur par une personne familiÃ¨re avec la construction et l'exploitation du produit et les risques qu'il entraÃ®ne. Utiliser les cond
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Newport Outdoor Post - DOCUMENTOP.COM 

Newport Outdoor Post. 1.1. OL14307. OL14307. Connect the fixture to a suitable ground in accordance to local electrical codes. Connect the white fixture wire to ...
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Londontowne Outdoor Post (LED) 

Secure the fixture to the post with the post screws making sure to neatly tuck in all wiring. ... Place the cover over the frame and secure it in place by screwing the finial onto the nipple ... Feiss reserves the right to ... A Generation Brands Com
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Rolland Outdoor Wall 

Connect the black fixture wire to the hot power line wire with a wire nut. Mount the fixture ... For a complete list of dimmers, visit out website at www.Feiss.com.
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OUTDOOR PAR CAN 

After connecting the equipment, check all cables in order to prevent damage or accidents, e.g., due to tripping hazards. 17. During transport, make certain that the equipment cannot fall down and possibly cause property damage and personal injuries. 
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McHenry Outdoor Lantern (LED) 

Pour ModÃ¨le OL12802 Seulement: visser l'Ã©crou capuchon sur la plaque arriÃ¨re du luminaire. Installez le diffuseur en les faisant glisser dans le montage Ã  partir ...
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Outdoor Speakers - UserManual.wiki 

8 mai 2013 - Spanish, or French, or to get answers to frequently ... Speaker Connection & Bluetooth Setup. Setup ... Connection Indicator will flash slowly.
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Roscoe Outdoor Pendant - Feiss 

Follow enclosed supplement installation instructions for electrical and fixture installation onto house outlet box. 1. 2. 1A. 3. 3. FIXTURE. CAUTION RISK OF FIRE.
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